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This paper deals with the minimization problems of set-valued maps in the real
linear spaces. First, a theorem of the alternative for the subconvexlike set-valued
maps is established using the separation theorem of convex sets in a real linear
space. Finally, the optimality conditions for vector optimization of set-valued maps
are obtained. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many results of the optimality conditions for vector optimization of
set-valued maps have been obtained in recent years. For example, Corley
w x4 established optimality conditions for maximization of set-valued maps
by derivatives for the set-valued maps in real normed linear spaces. Song
w x5 presented a cone separation theorem in which optimality conditions
and duality for weakened convex and nonconvex set-valued maps in locally
w xconvex spaces were discussed. In 6 , Lin defined a weak-subdifferential of
set-valued maps in real topological vector spaces, and the Moreau]
Rockafellar type and the Farkas]Minkowski type theorems for set-valued
maps were generalized. Through these, the Kuhn-Tucker type necessary
conditions for the existence of a weak minimal point have been given.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we introduce
a subconvexlike notion for set-valued maps in a real linear space, and
Žwgeneralize a theorem of the alternative on the vector-valued maps 3,
x.Lemma 2.2 to the subconvexlike set-valued maps. In Section 3, by this
Ž .generalized alternative theorem Theorem 2.1 , we establish a necessary
and sufficient optimality condition and some necessary optimality condi-
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tions for vector optimization of set-valued maps in real linear spaces
Ž .Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.1, and Theorem 3.3 . These results
Ž . w x Ž . w xare similar to i of Corollary 2.7 in 1 , ii of Theorem 3.3 in 5 , and
w xTheorem 3.5 in 6 . In addition, we also give a sufficient optimality
Ž .condition for vector optimization of set-valued maps Theorem 3.4 .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this paper, the scalars of linear spaces are always real. Let
X, Y be linear spaces. A set Y in Y is a convex cone ifq
l y q l y g Y for all y , y g Y and l , l G 0.1 1 2 2 q 1 2 q 1 2
Note that in this paper, u will always denote the zero element for every
linear space. A linear space Y with a convex cone Y in Y is said to be anq
ordered linear space, and the convex cone Y is said to be a positive coneq
of Y. We may obtain a linear order F on Y defined by
y F y9 if y9 y y g Y .q
We denote by Y i the algebraic interior of Y ; y - y9 means y9 y y g Y i .q q q
Define Y a to consist of all linear functionals Y “ R, where R is a set of
all real numbers. It is a linear space under the pointwise addition and
multiplication with real numbers. It is called the algebraic dual of Y. The
algebraic dual cone Y a of Y is defined byq q
a a a ² a:Y s y g Y : y , y G 0, ; y g Y , 4q q
² a: awhere y, y denotes the value of the linear functional y at the point y.
Let F: X “ 2Y be a set-valued map from X to Y, where 2Y denotes the
power set of Y. The domain of F: X “ 2Y is given by
Dom F s x g X : F x / B . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . ² Ž . a:Let D ; X be a nonempty set. Let F D s D F x , F x , y sx g D
² a: Ž .4 ² Ž . a: ² Ž . a: ay, y : y g F x , and F D , y s D F x , y . For x g D, yx g D
a ² Ž . a: ² a: Ž . ² Ž . a:g Y , write F x , y G 0, if y, y G 0, ; y g F x ; write F D , y
² Ž . a:G 0, if F x , y G 0, ; x g D.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 2.1 see Definition 1.1 of 1 . Let X and Y be linear
spaces, and D ; X be a convex set. Let Y ; Y be a positive cone. Aq
set-valued map F: X “ 2Y is said to be Y -convex on D ifq
lF x q 1 y l F x9 ; F l x q 1 y l x9 q YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . q
w xfor all x, x9 g D and l g 0, 1 .
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We generalize below the subconvexlike notion on vector-valued maps
Žw x.3, Definition 2.2 to set-valued maps.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a linear space, and let D ; X be a nonempty
set. Let Y be an ordered linear space with a positive cone Y withq
nonempty algebraic interior Y i . A set-valued map F: X “ 2Y is said to beq
i w xY -subconvexlike on D, if ’u g Y , ; x, x9 g D, ;l g 0, 1 , ;« ) 0,q q
’ z g D such that
« u q lF x q 1 y l F x9 ; F z q Y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . q
Obviously, when Y i / B, if a set-valued map F: X “ 2Y is Y -convexq q
on D, then F is Y -subconvexlike on D.q
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a linear space with a positi¤e cone Y with aq
nonempty algebraic interior Y i . Thenq
Y q Y i ; Y i .q q q
Proof. Let y g Y , y9 g Y i , ¤ g Y. Then there exists a l ) 0 suchq q 0
that
< <y9 q l¤ g Y , ; l : l F l .q 0
Since Y is a convex cone, hence we have thatq
< <y q y9 q l¤ g Y , ;l : l F l .Ž . q 0
It follows that y q y9 g Y i . This completes the proof. Q.E.D.q
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be a linear space with algebraic dual Y a and a positi¤e
cone Y . Let Y a be the algebraic dual cone of Y . If y g Y i , ya g Y a, withq q q q q
ya / 0, then
² a:y , y ) 0.
a ² a:Proof. By definition of Y we have that y, y G 0. Suppose thatq
² a: iy, y s 0. Since y g Y , for any ¤ g Y there exists « ) 0 such thatq
² a: ² a:y q « ¤ , y y « ¤ g Y . Hence y q « ¤ , y G 0, and y y « ¤ , y G 0.q
² a:It follows that we have ¤ , y s 0 for any ¤ g Y. This implies that
a ² a:y s 0, in contradiction to the assumption. Therefore y, y cannot be
zero. The proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Ž w x.LEMMA 2.3 see Theorem of Section 3.5 of 2 . Let V be a linear space,
and A, B ; V be con¤ex such that A and the algebraic interior B1 of B are
nonempty, A l Bi s B. Then there exists a hyperplane in V separating A and
B properly.
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Ž .THEOREM 2.1 alternative theorem . Let X be a linear space, and let
D ; X be a nonempty set. Let Y be an ordered linear space with a positi¤e
cone Y with nonempty algebraic interior Y i . If a set-¤alued map F: X “ 2Yq q
Ž . Ž .is Y -subcon¤exlike on D, then either i or ii holds:q
Ž . Ž . ii there is x g D such that yF x l Y / B;0 0 q
Ž . a a aii there is y g Y such that y / 0 andq
² a:F D , y G 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž .The two alternati¤es i and ii exclude each other.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Using Lemma 2.2, it is obvious that i and ii exclude each
Ž .other. Suppose that i does not hold, i.e.,
yF x l Y i s B, ; x g D.Ž . q
Ž . i Ž Ž .Hence yF D l Y s B. By Lemma 2.1 we may conclude that yF Dq
. i Ž . iy Y l Y s B. Let M s yF D y Y , and M9 s yM. Thenq q q
M l Y i s B, M9 s F D q Y i . 2.1Ž . Ž .q q
We prove now that M9 is a convex set in Y. Let b g M9, j s 1, 2, andj
w x i Ž .a g 0, 1 . Then’ x g D, y g Y , j s 1, 2, such that b g F x q y ,j j q j j j
j s 1, 2. Hence
a b q 1 y a b g aF x q 1 y a F x q a y q 1 y a y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
2.2Ž .
Since the set-valued map F: X “ 2Y is Y -subconvexlike on D, by Defini-q
i w xtion 2.2, ’u g Y , ; x, x9 g D, ;l g 0, 1 , ;« ) 0, ’z g D such thatq
« u q lF x q 1 y l F x9 ; F z q Y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . q
i Ž . iBecause Y is also a convex cone, a y , 1 y a y g Y . It follows thatq 1 2 q
there exists a « ) 0 such that a y y « u g Y . For such « and the0 1 0 q 0
above a , x , x , ’z g D such that1 2 0
« u q aF x q 1 y a F x ; F z q Y . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 q
Ž . Ž .It follows from 2.2 and 2.3 that
a b q 1 y a b g F z q Y q a y y « u q 1 y a y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 0 q 1 0 2
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 we have
a b q 1 y a b g F D q Y i .Ž . Ž .1 2 q
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The proof of the convexity of M9 is complete. Hence M is also a convex
set in Y.
Ž . a aFrom 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 we may conclude that there exists y g Y
with ya / 0, and b g R such that
² a: ² a:y , y F b F y9, y , ; y g M , ; y9 g Y . 2.4Ž .q
Let y9 g Y . Because Y is also a cone, l y9 g Y for any l ) 0. So itq q q
ba aŽ . ² : ² :follows by 2.4 that y9, y G . Letting l “ q‘, we get y9, y G 0.l
On the other hand, because the origin u in Y belongs to Y , it followsq
Ž .from 2.4 that
² a:y , y F 0, ; y g M .
Therefore, we have
² a: ² a:y , y F 0 F y9, y , ; y g M , ; y9 g Y .q
It follows that ya g Y a andq
² a: iF x q t , y G 0, ; x g D , ; t g Y .Ž . q
i Ž .To take t g Y and l ) 0 such that l “ 0 n “ ‘ , then0 q n n
² a:F x q l t , y G 0, ; x g D , n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . n 0
Letting n “ ‘, we get
² a:F x , y G 0, ; x g D. Q.E.D.Ž .
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X be a linear space, and let D ; X be a nonempty
con¤ex set. Let Y be an ordered linear space with a positi¤e cone Y with aq
nonempty algebraic interior Y i . If a set-¤alued map F: X “ 2Y is Y -con¤exq q
on D, then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are yet true.
Let Y, Z be ordered linear spaces with positive cones Y and Z ,q q
respectively, the algebraic interiors of which are both nonempty. Then the
product space Y = Z is also an ordered linear space with a positive cone
Y = Z . We shall establish below two lemmas for the algebraic interiorq q
and the algebraic dual cone of Y = Z , which will be used later.q q
Ž . i i iLEMMA 2.4. Y = Z s Y = Z .q q q q
Ž . i i Ž .Proof. Suppose that y , z g Y = Z , and that y, z g Y = Z. Then0 0 q q
there exists a positive number l such that0
y q l y g Y ,0 q
z q l z g Z ,0 q
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< <;l: l F l . Therefore,0
< <y , z q l y , z g Y = Z , ;l: l F l ,Ž . Ž .0 0 q q 0
Ž . Ž . ii.e., y , z g Y = Z .0 0 q q
Obviously, the above procedure is reversible. The proof is complete.
Q.E.D.
Ž .a a aLEMMA 2.5. Y = Z s Y = Z .q q q q
Ž .aProof. Let F g Y = Z . Then according to the definition of theq q
Ž .aalgebraic dual cone, we have that F g Y = Z and that
F y , z G 0, ; y , z g Y = Z .Ž . Ž . q q
It follows that there exist f g Y a and f g Za such that1 2
F s f , f g Y a = ZaŽ .1 2
and
0 F F y , z s f y q f z , ; y , z g Y = Z . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 q q
Ž .Now, we prove that f Y G 0. Suppose to the contrary that there exists1 q
Ž .y g Y such that f y - 0. Let z g Z . Then l z g Z for any l ) 0.q 1 q q
Ž .Therefore, from 2.5 we may obtain
f y q f l z G 0, ;l ) 0. 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .On the other hand, due to f y - 0, we may choose a sufficiently small1
positive number l such that0
f y q l f z - 0,Ž . Ž .1 0 2
Ž .in contradiction to 2.6 . Hence, we have
f y G 0, ; y g Y .Ž .1 q
Similarly, we also have
f z G 0, ;z g Z .Ž .2 q
Ž . a aTherefore, F s f , f g Y = Z . Thus, we have proved that1 2 q q
a a aY = Z ; Y = Z .Ž .q q q q
a a Ž .a Ž .aIt is easily seen that Y = Z is a subset of Y = Z in Y = Z . Theq q q q
proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Let X be a linear space, and A, D ; X. Let Y, Z be ordered linear
spaces with positive cones Y and Z , respectively, the algebraic interiorsq q
of which are both nonempty. Let F: X “ 2Y, G: X “ 2 Z be set-valued
maps from X to Y and Z, respectively.
In this paper, we consider the following two classes of the optimization
problems of set-valued maps
min F x pŽ . Ž .1
xgA
and
min F x pŽ . Ž .2
xgD
s.t.yG x l Z / B.Ž . q
Ž .The feasible set of Problem p is defined by2
K s x g D : yG x l Z / B . 4Ž . q
Ž . Ž .Since the constraint in p reduces to G x F 0 when G is a real-valued2
singleton function and Z is a positive cone of nonnegative reals, theq
Ž .constraint of Problem p is a generalization of the inequality constraints2
of a standard nonlinear programming problem.
The following notions of optimality are used here.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B ; Y. A point y g B is said to be a weak0
wminimal element of B with respect to Y , denoted y g w-min B orq 0
Ž .xy g w-min B; Y , if there exists no y g B such that y - y .0 q 0
Ž . Ž . iClearly, y g w-min B; Y if and only if y y B l Y s B, where0 q 0 q
 4y y B s y y y : y g B .0 0
DEFINITION 3.2. A point x g A is said to be a weak efficient solution0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .of p if ’ y g F x such that y g w-min F A ; Y .1 0 0 0 q
DEFINITION 3.3. A point x g K is said to be a weak efficient solution0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .of p if ’ y g F x such that y g w-min F K ; Y .2 0 0 0 q
Ž .Obviously, x g A is a weak efficient solution of p if and only if0 1
Ž .’ y g F x such that0 0
iy F A y y l Y s B,Ž . 0 q
Ž . Ž .and x g K is a weak efficient solution of p if and only if ’ y g F x0 2 0 0
such that
iy F K y y l Y s B.Ž . 0 q
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w xThese definitions are consistent with those of Corley 4 .
Ž .First, we consider the optimality condition for Problem p .1
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that F x is Y -subcon¤exlike on A, and thatq
Ž .x g A. Then x is a weak efficient solution of p if and only if there exist0 0 1
Ž . a a ay g F x , and y g Y , with y / 0 such that0 0 q
² a: ² a:inf F A , y s y , y .Ž . 0
Ž .Proof. Necessity: By Definition 3.2, there exists y g F x such that0 0
Ž .y g w-min F A , i.e.,0
iy F x y y l Y s B, ; x g A.Ž . 0 q
Ž . Ž .It is clear that F x y y is also Y -subconvexlike on A, for F x is0 q
Y -subconvexlike on A. Thus, using Theorem 2.1, there is ya g Y a, withq q
ya / 0 such that
² a:F A y y , y G 0,Ž . 0
i.e.,
² a: ² a:F A , y G y , y .Ž . 0
Ž .However, y g F x , therefore0 0
² a: ² a:inf F A , y s y , y .Ž . 0
Sufficiency: It follows directly from Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.
Ž .Now, we establish the optimality conditions of p . Let2
H x s F x = G x , x g X .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then H is a set-valued map from X to product space Y = Z which is an
ordered linear space with a positive cone Y = Z with a nonemptyq q
algebraic interior.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the following:
Ž . Ž .i x g K is a weak efficient solution of p ;0 2
Ž . Ž .ii H x is Y = Z -subcon¤exlike on K.q q
Ž . a a a a Ž a a. Ž .Then ’ y g F x , y g Y , z g Z , with y , z / 0, 0 such that0 0 q q
a a a² : ² : ² :inf F x , y q G x , z s y , y ,Ž . Ž . 0
xgK
² a:inf G x , z s 0.Ž .0
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Ž .Proof. According to Definition 3.3, ’ y g F x such that0 0
iy F K y y l Y s B. 3.1Ž . Ž .0 q
For any x g X, we have
F x y y = G x s F x = G x y y , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Let
H* x s F x y y = G x , x g X .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then H* x s H x y y , 0 . Since H is Y = Z -subconvexlike on K,0 q q
of course, H* is also Y = Z -subconvexlike on K. We have thatq q
iyH* x l Y = Z s B, ; x g K . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
Ž . Ž . iSuppose not. Then ’ x9 g K such that yH* x9 l Y = Z / B.q q
w Ž .x iHence, it follows by Lemma 2.4 that y y F x9 l Y / B, which contra-0 q
Ž . Ž .dicts 3.1 . Therefore 3.2 holds. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5,
a a a a Ž a a. Ž .’ y g Y , z g Z , with y , z / 0, 0 such thatq q
² a a :H* x , y , z G 0, ; x g K .Ž . Ž .
It follows that
² a: ² a: ² a:F x , y q G x , z G y , y , ; x g K . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .Due to x g K, consequently ’p g G x such that yp g Z . But0 0 q
a a ² a:z g Z , which implies that p, z F 0. On the other hand, to takeq
Ž .x s x in 3.3 , we may get that0
² a: ² a: ² a:y , y q p , z G y , y .0 0
² a: ² a:It follows that p, z G 0. So p, z s 0. Thus, we have
² a: ² a: ² a:y , y g F x , y q G x , z .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Hence, it follows from 3.3 that
a a a² : ² : ² :inf F x , y q G x , z s y , y .Ž . Ž . 0
xgK
Ž .To take again x s x in 3.3 , we may obtain0
² a: ² a: ² a:y , y q G x , z G y , y .Ž .0 0 0
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² Ž . a: Ž .So, G x , z G 0. We have previously shown that there exists p g G x0 0
² a: Ž . a:such that p, z s 0. Therefore, inf - G x , z s 0. Q.E.D.0
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose the following:
Ž . Ž .i x g K is a weak efficient solution of p ;0 2
Ž .ii D ; X is a con¤ex subset, F and G are Y -con¤ex and Z -con¤exq q
Ž . a a a a Ž a a.on D, respecti¤ely. Then ’ y g F x , y g Y , z g Z , with y , z /0 0 q q
Ž .0, 0 such that
a a a² : ² : ² :inf F x , y q G x , z s y , y ,Ž . Ž . 0
xgK
² a:inf G x , z s 0.Ž .0
w x Ž .Proof. Let x , x g D, l g 0, 1 . According to Assumption ii , we1 2
have
lF x q 1 y l F x ; F l x q 1 y l x q Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 q
3.4Ž .
lG x q 1 y l G x ; G l x q 1 y l x q Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 q
It is clear that
l F x = G x q 1 y l F x = G xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
s lF x q 1 y l F x = lG x q 1 y l G x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .Therefore, by 3.4 , we get
lH x q 1 y l H xŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
; F l x q 1 y l x q Y = G l x q 1 y l x q Z . 4  4Ž . Ž .1 2 q 1 2 q
3.5Ž .
Ž . w Ž . xBut the right-hand member of 3.5 is same as the set F l x q 1 y l x1 2
w Ž . x Ž .= G l x q 1 y l x q Y = Z . Hence, it follows from 3.5 that1 2 q q
lH x q 1 y l H x ; H l x q 1 y l x q Y = Z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 q q
i.e., H is Y = Z -convex on D. It is clear that the feasible set K isq q
convex. It follows that H is Y = Z -convex on K. From the assumptionsq q
Ž . Ž . ifor Y and Z in p , and Lemma 2.4, we have Y = Z / B.q q 2 q q
Therefore, H is Y = Z -subconvexlike on K. This completes the proof.q q
Q.E.D.
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We can similarly show the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose the following:
Ž . Ž .i x g K is a weak efficient solution of p ;0 2
Ž . Ž .ii H x is Y = Z -subcon¤exlike on D;q q
Ž . w Ž .x iiii y y F D _ K l Y s B, where y is as in Theorem 3.1.0 q 0
a a a a Ž a a. Ž .Then ’ y g Y , z g Z , with y , z / 0, 0 such thatq q
a a a² : ² : ² :inf F x , y q G x , z s y , y ,Ž . Ž . 0
xgD
² a:inf G x , z s 0.Ž .0
Ž .THEOREM 3.4 sufficiency . Suppose the following:
Ž .i x g K ;0
Ž . Ž . Ž a a. a a Ž a a. Ž .ii ’ y g F x and y , z g Y = Z , with y , z / 0, 00 0 q q
such that
a a a² : ² : ² :inf F x , y q G x , z G y , y ;Ž . Ž . 0
xgD
iŽ . Ž .iii ’ x g D such that yG x l Z / B.q
Ž .Then x is a weak efficient solution of p .0 2
Ž .Proof. By Assumption ii , we have
² a: ² a:F x y y , y q G x , z G 0, ; x g D. 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0
First, we prove that ya / 0. Suppose not; i.e., ya s 0. Hence it follows
Ž .from 3.6 that
² a:G x , z G 0, ; x g D. 3.7Ž . Ž .
iŽ . Ž .By Assumption iii , there exists u g G x such that yu g Z . Let z g Z.q
Then, ’l ) 0 such that yu " l z g Z . Since za g Za , therefore0 0 q q
² a:yu " l z , z G 0. 3.8Ž .0
Ž . ² a: Ž .From 3.7 , we may obtain that u, z G 0. Hence, it follows from 3.8
² a: athat z, z s 0. This implies that z s 0, in contradiction to Assumption
Ž . aii . So y / 0.
Ž .If x is not a weak efficient solution of p , then ’ x* g K such that0 2
w Ž .x i Ž . iy y F x* l Y / B. Therefore ’ t g F x* such that y y t g Y .0 q 0 q
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Since ya g Y a and ya / 0, using Lemma 2.2, we obtainq
² a:t y y , y - 0. 3.9Ž .0
Ž .Due to x* g K, this implies that there exists q g G x* such that yq g
Z . It follows thatq
² a:q , z F 0. 3.10Ž .
Ž . Ž .Adding 3.10 to 3.9 , we get
² a: ² a:t y y , y q q , z - 0,0
Ž . Ž .which contradicts 3.6 . Therefore, x is a weak efficient solution of p .0 2
Q.E.D.
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